
The Moon In Astrology  

 
The Moon transits 2-3 days per sign.  The Moon has a 28-day solar orbit around the Earth.  
 
 

 
 

The Basics   
 
The story is depicted by the most ancient scribes. A planet the size Mars collides with the Earth 
well over a billion years ago, the remnants form the Moon and the asteroid belt. The Moon is our 
only satellite and like the sun, is responsible for life being able to flourish down here on Earth. 
The Moons harmonic subpulses journey to Earth and are so powerful they control the Earth’s 
wobble on its axis, the tide regularly ebbing and flowing and women’s menstrual cycles. A 



mind-altering fact about the Moon is that it’s 1/400th the diameter of the Sun, and 1/400th the 
distance to the Earth, making total eclipses possible. This is not found anywhere else in our 
known universe. Evidence of a Great Architect? The Moon in an astrological sense represents 
the Chthonic Realms, your past, hidden influences, intuition, emotions, and your reactions. The 
master of the 4th House which represents homelife, heritage, and cyclical end. The Moon is the 
ruler of Cancer, which contains water elements and cardinal qualities.  
 

 
 

Meditation  
 

 
 

● Tuning Pitch Hz 
○ 445.86 

 
● Audible Frequency 

○ 210.42 
 

● Audible Tone 
○ G# 

 
● Octave Number 

○ 29 



 
● Color  

○ Silver 
 

● Body Part 
○ Breast and Chest 

 
● Sephirot  

○ Yesod 
 
 

 
 

Characteristics and History 
 

 
Artemis the Greek god of the Hunt, Moon, and Wilderness is just one of many Lunar deities  
 
Besides the Sun, the Moon has been documented and analyzed more than any other luminary. 
The Moon is nocturnal, feminine, wet, passive and represents our esoteric self-image. Like most 
of the heavenly bodies, 5000 years ago the Moon is first revered through Nannar Sin the 
Sumerian deity. The plausibility of earlier accounts, specifically Gobekli Tepe, ancient druids and 
lost antediluvian civilizations venerating the Moon is high. Even in modern days, the study of the 
Moon cycle is fascinating, how come hospital emergency rooms are packed on full Moons? If 
the Moon can withdraw the ocean’s tides, what is it doing to our human bodies which comprise 
60% water? In history, the Moon has been represented in many pantheons by the Greek 



Goddesses Selena and Artemis, the Roman goddess Luna, the Chinese Goddess Chang’e and 
back to Rome for the Goddess Diana. The Moon is exalted in Taurus and its detriment is in 
Capricorn and falls in Scorpio. Strong Moon placement and control can result in mental stability 
and rock-solid intuitive powers. An other-worldly connection exists here that makes the Moons 
energy unique to those diving deeper into the hidden mysteries. The Moon controls the left eye 
in the male and the right eye of the female. Having sound control over the Moons harmonic 
resonance can act as a bridge over the abyss, an intuitive sense to guide you on along your 
journey.  
 
 

 
 

Things to Ponder 
 

What negative sub-conscious habits can you identify and eliminate using the Moons archetypical 
energies?  
 
Observation mode - For one month track the Moons cycle. Meditate on how you feel during each 
phase and journal it. This can be a healthy way of processing the present moment and past 
events. 
 
Do you have psychic moments? The Moon plays a larger factor in removing the veil than you 
think… 
 
 

 
 

Want to show the world you love the Moon? 
 

Love your sign and want to fill your home with representations of your astrological self? We’ve 
built a beautiful poster that incorporates all the information you just read through and more, 
check it out! 
 
 


